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[**Boyer, Abel.**]
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Deity, a poem.
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3d ed.
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London, L. Gilliver. 1733
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**Brett, Thomas.**
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See (Chetwood).
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London, printed for A. Moore. [1731]

Budgell, Eustace.
Letter to Mr. Law, upon his arrival in Great Britain.
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The 4th ed.

Budgell, Eustace.
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Budgell, Eustace.
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Burgoyn, John, lieut. gen.
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Byrom, John.
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Bysshe, Edward.
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London, R. Faulder. 1783
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Campbell, George.
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The 3d ed; 2v.

Carey, Henry.
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Cattermole, Richard.
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5th ed.

Chambers, William.
Memoir of Robert Chambers, with autobiographical reminiscences of William Chambers.
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The generous Free-mason.
London, J. Roberts. 1731
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Chetwood, William R.
The lovers opera.
London, A. Dodd. 1729
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[Chetwood, William Rufus].
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A general history of the stage, from its origin in Greece down to the present time.
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Cheyne, George.
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Chubb, Thomas.
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Chubb, Thomas.
The true gospel of Jesus Christ asserted.
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Clarke, Samuel.
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Cobbe, Frances Power.
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London, Printed for R. Gosling at the Mitre and Crown, and T. Wotton, at the Queen's Head and Three Daggers. 1863
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Collins, William.
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Collins, William.
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Colman, George.
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Crackanthorpe, Hubert Montague.
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Croft, Herbert, Sir, 5th bart.
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Croft, Herbert, Sir, 5th bart.
Love and Madness.
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The Life of Thomas Chatterton.
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[Defoe, Daniel] supposed author.
A general history of the pyrates, from their first rise and settlement in the Island of Providence, to the present time.
London, Printed for, and sold by T. Warner, at the Black-boy in Pater-Noster-Row. 1724
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**Derham, William.**
Astro-theology: or, A demonstration of the being and attributes of God.
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Illustrated with copper-plates.

[Dibdin, Charles].
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[Dodwell, Henry].
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London, M. Cooper. 1743
3d ed.
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**Dyer, John.**
The fleece, a poem.
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**Dyer, John.**
Poems.
London, R. & J. Dodsley. 1761
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[Dyer, John].
The ruins of Rome.
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**Edwards, Thomas.**
A supplement to Mr. Warburton's edition of Shakespear.
London, M. Cooper. 1748
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**Erskine, David Stewart, 11th earl of Buchan.**
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Falconer, William.
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Farr, Edward.
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Fawkes, Francis.
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Fenton, Elijah.
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Foote, Samuel.
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Forbes, William, Sir, bart.
An account of the life and writings of James Beattie.
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Forsyth, William.
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Francis, Philip.
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London, A. Millar. 1752
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Francis, Philip.
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The 2d ed. 1762
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Edinburgh?. 1745

Fuller, Thomas.
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[Garrick, David].
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[Garrick, David].
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[Garrick, David].
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[Garth, Samuel, Sir].
The dispensary. London, J.T. 1726
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[Green, Matthew].
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[Gregory, George].
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**Gregory, George.**
The Life of Thomas Chatterton.
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**[Grey, Zachary].**
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**[Hazlitt, William Carew].**
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